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Synopsis

A collection of 33 short stories and 22 poems, at times being the exorcised creatures of a doubtful mind, and other times the doubt exorcised from a hopeful creature.
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Customer Reviews

I was given this book to read and review and enjoyed almost all of the short stories and some of the poetry. The stories are well written and original and some of my favourites were 'Wine Bar', strange, atmospheric and a bit scary. 'Grenade', I could feel the pain in the characters feet and taste the dust, great for such a short story, and 'Rain Boots a beautiful word picture'. Some of the poetry was too obscure for my taste and some poems lacked any real rhythm or form, however there are some gems within them, e.g. 'sparkling from bottled caffeine' from Fairy. This is, on the whole a good book to dip in to, with some longish short stories, some very short ones and some in essay style. I have given it four stars as, in my opinion the poetry was a weak link.
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